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Abstract

We analyze a special case of the Local Defect Correction (LDC) method introduced in [4]. We
restrict ourselves to finite difference discretizations of elliptic boundary value problems. The
LDC method uses the discretization on a uniform global coarse grid and on one or more uniform
local fine grids for approximating the continuous solution. We will prove a close correspondence
between this LDC method and the Fast Apative Composite grid (FAC) method from [6,7]. This
result makes it possible to explain important properties of the LDC method, e.g. concerning the
size of the discretization error and the convergence rate.
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1 Introduction

Many practical boundary value problems produce solutions that contain several high activity
regions. In these regions the solution varies much more rapidly than in the remaining part of
the domain. This behaviour of the solution may be caused by the differential operator itself,
by the forcing term in the differential equation, by the boundary conditions or by an irregular
boundary (e.g. a re-entrant corner).

If one wants to discretize such a boundary value problem on a uniform grid, then due to
the large variations of the solution in the high activity regions, a relatively small grid size
is required to obtain a sufficiently accurate approximation of the solution. However, outside
the high activity regions the behaviour of the solution is much more smooth and therefore a
(much) larger grid size seems to be sufficient in that part of the domain. So approximating the
continuous solution on a single uniform grid is often computationally inefficient for boundary
value problems that produce solutions that contain high activity regions.

Instead, the solution can be approximated using several uniform grids with different grid
sizes that cover different parts of the domain [1, 4, 7]. At least one grid should cover the
entire domain. The grid size of this global coarse grid is chosen in agreement with the smooth
behaviour of the solution outside the high activity regions. Besides a global grid several local
grids are used that are uniform too. Each of them covers only a (small) part of the domain
and contains a high activity region. The grid size of each of these grids is chosen in agreement
with the behaviour of the solution in the corresponding high activity region. In this way every
part of the domain is covered by a (locally) uniform grid whose grid size is in agreement with
the behaviour of the continuous solution in that part of the domain. This refinement strategy
is known as local uniform grid refinement. The solution is approximated on the composite
grid which is the union of the uniform suhgrids.

In [4] Hackbusch introduced the local defect correction method (LDC) for approximating
the continuous solution on a composite grid. In this iterative process a basic global dis
cretization is improved by local discretizations defined in the subdomains. At every step this
iterative process yields a discrete approximation of the continuous solution on the composite
grid.

The fast adaptive composite grid method (FAC) by McCormick [6, 7, 8] is an iterative
method for solving a given discrete problem on the composite grid. Approximations of the
solution of this discrete problem are computed by solving (discrete) problems on the global
and local grids. In [7] it is noted that" in essence FAC is very similar to LDC but differs in
several simple but important respects" .

In this paper we present a further analysis of the LDC method. In [4] an overlap parameter
d 2': 0 is introduced and an analysis of the LDC method for the case d > 0 (independent of the
grid size) is given. In this paper we analyze the LDC method for the case with minimal overlap,
Le. d = O. The main result of this paper is that under certain (reasonable) assumptions the
LDG and FAG methods are equivalent: the resulting iterates of both methods are the same
(although the algorithms are different!). This result has some interesting consequences for the
analysis of the LDC method. For example, using the underlying composite grid system (that
is not used in the LDC algorithm) bounds for the discretization error, in a finite difference
setting, can be derived. Also the convergence theory of the FAC method yields an indication
of convergence properties of the LDC iteration.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe a model
situation of a problem on a composite grid. In Section 3 we present the LDC and FAC
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Figure 1: Examples of nt, nH , n? and nco

methods. In Section 4 we prove an equivalence between these two methods. In Section 5 we
discuss certain implications of this equivalence result and we present some numerical results.

2 Model Situation

In this section we introduce notation and describe a model case with a global coarse and a
local fine grid. In Remark 2.1 we discuss possible generalizations.
We consider Dirichlet boundary value problems

£-U = f
U =g

in n,
at an, (2.1)

with n = (0,1) x (0,1), an the boundary of nand £- a scalar linear elliptic second-order
differential operator. Dirichlet boundary conditions are chosen for ease of presentation. We
assume that problem (2.1) is such that the continuous solution varies very rapidly in some
(small) part of the domain, which is contained in the region n/ c n. In the remaining part of
the domain the continuous solution is assumed to behave much more smoothly. The boundary
an/ of n/ consists of two parts. A part that coincides with an and a remaining part. The
latter part is called the interface r = an/\8n (see Figure 1). We note that we may have
an/ n an = {0}, in which case the interface r coincides with ani.

In order to compute a numerical approximation ofthe solution U we discretize (2.1) with
respect to some discretization grid using finite differences. We assume that the finite difference
matrices that appear in this section and in the following sections are all regular.

We use two uniform grids, a global one and a local one. The global coarse grid n H is a
uniform grid with grid size H that covers the domain n. The local fine grid n? is a uniform
grid with grid size h that covers the region n/ (see Figure 1). The space of grid functions on
n H (nn is denoted by F H (F/h ). Since the continuous solution varies (much) more rapidly
in n/ than in the remainder of n, a (much) smaller grid size is needed in n/ than in the
remainder of n to provide the required level of resolution: h ~ H.

We assume that the interface r coincides with grid lines of nH • Also we assume that all
grid points of n H n n/ belong to n? We note that n? does not contain grid points on the
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Figure 2: Partitioning of ne ; 0: grid point of no ,e: grid point of ny, x: grid point of r H .

interface r (see Figure 1). These fine interface grid points generate the fine interface grid
rh . The coarse interface grid rH consists of all coarse interface grid points x E nH n r. The
corresponding spaces of grid functions are denoted by F~ and Ff! respectively.

Below we will also use a so called composite grid. The composite grid nc is a nonuniform
grid that covers the domain n. It is the union of the global coarse grid nH and the local fine
grid ny (see Figure 1,2). The space of grid functions on the composite grid is denoted by Fe.

Related to these grids we now introduce discrete operators and appropriate intergrid
transfer operators.

First we discretize (2.1) with respect to the global coarse grid nH . At each grid point
x E nH the differential operator in (2.1) is replaced by a finite difference approximation. This
yields the basic coarse grid problem:

(2.2)

with uH , fH E F H and L H : F H ---. F H . The Dirichlet boundary values in (2.1) are incorpo
rated in fH.

For a given v H E F H (e.g. vH = uH ) we consider a corresponding fine grid problem
on ny. For this problem artificial Dirichlet boundary values are specified at all grid points
x E r h . Related to this we introduce the trivial injection rr:

(2.3)

with v H a grid function that is defined on rH (but not necessarily on the whole grid nH ),

and an interpolation operator

pr : Ff! ---. F~. (2.4)

In practice one will use linear or quadratic interpolation (d. Section 5). A finite difference
approximation on ny using boundary values derived from vH then results in a system

L h h - fh Lh H rahI VI - I - rPrrrv on HI , (2.5)

with vt, f l
h E Flh, Ly : Flh ---. Flh, L~ : FF ---. Fl

h. Natural Dirichlet boundary conditions
on onl n on are incorporated into f 1

h • The incorporation of the artificial Dirichlet boundary
conditions on r in the system is given explicitly by the term -L~prrrvH.

Finally we consider a discretization on the composite grid ne . At all grid points x E ne

the differential operator in (2.1) is replaced by a certain finite difference approximation. We
denote the resulting composite grid problem by

(2.6)
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with Ue, fe E Fe and Le : Fe -+ Fe.
The composite grid-is partitioned in the following way (see Figure 2)

(2.7)

We assume that at all grid points x E no the same finite difference formula is used as in
the discretization process on the global coarse grid in (see (2.2)). Define the trivial injection
Te : Fe -+ F H by

(2.8)

Then we have:
(Leue)(x) = (LHTeUe)(X), X E no,

fe(x) = fH (x), x E no,
(2.9)

(2.10)

with LH and fH as in (2.2).
Define the trivial injection r cl : Fe -+ F l

h by

(2.11)

We assume that in x E n7 the composite grid discretization is of the following form:

(2.12)

(2.13)fe(x) = fNx), x E n7,
with L7, L~, f l

h and rr as in (2.5) and Pr as in (2.4).
There are several options for choosing the composite grid discretization in the interface

points x E rH . However, the general form of the FAC iteration applied to the composite grid
system does not depend on this choice (cL Section 3, (3.18)). In Section 4 we will consider
one particular choice which results from the analysis of the LDC method.

Remark 2.1. In [4] a much more general setting is presented. For example, for the LDC
method it is not necessary that the local fine grid is a refinement ofthe coarse grid ((nH nnL) c
n7). Also the setting in [4] allows the use of a variety of discretization methods. Due to this
generality the analysis in [4] uses several technical assumptions which may be hard to verify
in concrete situations. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the specific situation described
above. This makes it possible to give a detailed analysis of the LDC method without technical
assumptions.

3 LDC and FAC methods

In this section we describe a Local Defect Correction method (LDC) and a Fast Adaptive
Composite Grid method (FAC). Both are iterative methods for computing a discrete ap
proximation of the continuous solution on a composite grid. An important property of both
methods is that essentially the iterative process only uses uniform grids (a global coarse one
and a local fine one).

In the LDC iteration the global coarse grid nH and the local fine grid n7 are used to
compute a numerical approximation of the continuous solution U of (2.1). At each iteration
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step a discrete problem on nH and a discrete problem on n? are solved. The local defect
correction iteration was introduced by Hackbusch in [4}. There Hackbusch introduces a pa
rameter d 2:: 0 which is the measure for a certain overlap. In this paper we only consider the
case d = 0 (d. Remark 4.3).

We introduce the following notation. We use a local coarse grid

nfl := nl n nH
,

and the space of grid functions on nfl is denoted by F I
H .

We define the trivial injection rl : Fl
h -+ F I

H by

We will use the characteristic function X : F I
H -+ F H given by

{
w(x) x E nfl

(xw)(x) := 0 x E nH\nF

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

In LDC one starts with solving the basic coarse grid problem (2.2). The resulting uH is
used to define boundary values for a local fine grid problem, i.e. we solve (2.5) with vH = uH ,

resulting in a local fine grid approximation u? By solving the local fine grid problem we
aim at improving the approximation of the continuous solution U in the region nl. However,
the Dirichlet boundary conditions on r h result from the basic global coarse grid problem and
the approximation u? can be no more accurate than the approximation uH at the interface.
In general, local phenomena cause the approximations uH (x) to be relatively inaccurate at
all grid points x E nH . Therefore the results of this simple two step process usually do not
achieve an accuracy that is in agreement with the added resolution (see e.g. [2], [4]). In the
local defect correction iteration coarse and fine processing steps are reused to quickly obtain
such accuracy.

In the next step of the LDC iteration the approximation u? is used to update the global
coarse grid problem (2.2). The right hand side of (2.2) is updated at grid points that are part
of nfl. The updated global coarse grid problem is given by

(3.4a)

with

(3.4b)

The operators Lfl : F I
H -+ F,H and L[! : F{! -+ F I

H are coarse grid analogues of L? and L~

in (2.5) and they satisfy:

(L HwH)(x) = (LF wHlnH )(x) + (L[! wHlrH )(x), wH E F H, x E nfl. (3.5)
I

Using (3.3) we can rewrite (3.4a), (3Ab) as follows:

LHuH = fH +x(Lfl rlu? +L[! rruH - fH).

5
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So the right hand side of the global coarse grid problem is corrected by the defect of a local
fine grid approximation. Once we have solved (3.6) we can update the local fine grid problem:

L h - h fh L h -HI 'Ill = I - rprrpl . (3.7)

The approximations uH and u? of U are used to define an approximation of U on the
composite grid:

_ {uh(X) x E nh

ue(x) := u~ (x) x E n:\n? .
In [2] an error analysis for this approximation that results after only one LDC step is given.

In the LDC iteration global problems like (3.6) and local problems like (3.7) are combined
in the way described above.

LDC

Start: exact solution of the global problem

LHu{f = fH on nH

exact solution of the local problem

L h h fh Lh H nh
I ul,O = I - rprrruo on HI

computation of a composite grid approximation

{
u?o(x) x E n:~

ue,o(x) := uoH(x) n \nhx E He HI

i = 1,2, ... :

a) computation of the right hand side of the global problem

(3.8a)

b) exact solution of the global problem

c) exact solution of the local problem

L h h _ fh Lh . H nh
I ul,i - I - rPr7 rUi on HI

d) computation of a composite grid approximation

6
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(3.9)

Remark 3.1. In the LDC iteration it is not necessary to compute the composite grid approx
imation explicitly. (3.8d) is added for reasons that will become clear later on.
- In practice the systems in (3.8b,3.8c) will be solved approximately by a fast iterative method.
Then one can take advantage of the fact that one has to solve problems on uniform grids.

Any fixed point (uH,u7) of the iterative process (3.8) is characterized by the system (see [4])

LHuH - xLifrruH - xL[!rlu7 = (1- x)fH on flH,
L7ft7 = f l

h
- L~prrruH on 117.

Below we describe the FAC method. Note that the LDC method is most naturally inter
preted as an iterative discretization method. The FAC method is an iterative solver for an a
priori given discrete problem on the composite grid.

We consider a given composite grid problem as in (2.6) with L e such that (2.9), (2.10),
(2.12), (2.13) hold. In the FAC method approximations of U e from (2.6) are computed in an
iterative way. At each iteration step a discrete problem on the uniform global coarse grid and
a discrete problem on the uniform local fine grid are solved exactly and the resulting solutions
are used to improve the current iterate.

First we introduce a restriction operator re : Fe --t F H . We assume that re is the trivial
injection at 11c u rH :

(3.10)

Let ue be an approximation of U e. Inserting ftc into the system Leue - fe = 0 yields

(3.11)

The composite grid defect de is restricted to the global coarse grid and to the local fine grid:

dH
.- rede,

d7 .- rel de •

(3.12)

(3.13)

In (3.13) rei is the trivial injection from (2.11).
An approximation vH E FH of Ve is computed by solving the global coarse grid problem

(3.14)

with LH as in (2.2) (cf. (2.9)).
Also an approximation vt E Flh of Ve is computed. The approximation vH of Ve that results
from (3.14) is used to define Dirichlet boundary conditions on the interface in the following
local fine grid problem (cf. (2.5), (2.12))

Lh h - dh Lh H, I VI - I - rprrr v , (3.15)

with L7, L~, rr as in (2.5) and pr as in (2.4).
The approximation vt from (3.15) is used to correct the approximation ue of U e at grid points
of 117:

Ue(X) := iie(x) +vt(x), x E 117. (3.16)

At grid points x E 11e \117 the approxima.tion vH from (3.14) is used to correct the approxi
mation ue :

(3.17)

7



The FAC iteration is an iterative process that combines local and global discrete problems
in the way described above.

FAC

Start: Initial composite grid approximation uc,a given.

i = 1,2, ... :

al) computation of the composite grid defect

de := fc - LcUc,i-l

a2) restriction of the composite grid defect to the global coarse grid

a3) restriction of the composite grid defect to the local fine grid

b) exact solution of the global problem

LH vH = dH on nH

c) exact solution of the local problem

L h h dh Lh H oh
I VI = I - rPrrrv on HI

d) correction of the composite grid approximation

(3.1Sa)

(301Sb)

(3.18c)

(3.18d)

(3.18e)

Uc,i(X) := Uc,i-l(X) + vNx),

Uc,i(X) := Uc,i-l (x) + vH (x),

(3018f)

(3.1Sg)

Remark 3.2. Iteration (3.18) was introduced by McCormick in [8] as the fast adaptive com
posite grid method in its delayed correction form.
- The fixed point of this iterative process is given by the exact solution of the composite grid
problem (2.6).
- For i 2: 2 the composite grid defect is equal to zero at all grid points that do not belong to
the interface.
- The FAC method as in (3.18) is not applicable to nonlinear problems. In case Lc is nonlin
ear, the method should be used in FAS-form (see [S])o

We note that in the FAC method uc,a is not specified yet. A possible choice for this
initial approximation is the a.pproximation that results from the sta.rting procedure in the
LDC method.
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4 Comparison of LDC and FAC

The local defect correction iteration and the fast adaptive composite grid iteration have been
described in the previous sections as discretization and solution methods for a boundary value
problem whose solution contains a high activity region.

From (3.8) and (3.18) it is clear that computationally the iterative processes are very
similar. At each iteration step a discrete problem on the global coarse grid nH is solved
exactly. The resulting solution is used to define a discrete problem on the local fine grid
n? and this discrete problem is solved exactly. The solutions of these problems are used to
compute a new approximation of the continuous solution U of (2.1) on the composite grid.

The starting point for FAC is a composite grid problem Lcuc ::= fc that results from
discretizing (2.1) on the composite grid nco This discrete problem has to be defined a priori.
At each iteration step an approximation of U c is computed by solving discrete problems on
the uniform grids nH and n? (not on the composite grid!).

In LDC the discretization process and the solution process are coupled. The 'limit discrete
problem'

LHUH - xLl'rruH - xLf!r/u? = (1- X)fH on nH

L?u? = f/h - L~prrruH on n?
(4.1a)

(4.1b)

is an implicit result of the iterative process. At each iteration step an approximation of this
limit discrete problem is computed. In LDC we only discretize with respect to uniform grids
(in contrast with FAC). In the solution process only discrete problems on uniform grids have
to be solved (as in the FAC iteration).

In the remainder of this section we assume that the discretization processes on the global
coarse grid and on the local fine grid are given. Then the results of the LDC iteration only
depend on the choice for the prolongation operator Pro The results of the FAC iteration
depend on the finite difference scheme that is used at the interface grid points and on the
choice for the prolongation operator Pr, the restriction operator rc and the initial composite
grid approximation uc,o. As stated in Section 2 we consider linear problems and we assume
that the finite difference operators LH, Lf!, L7 and Lc are nonsingular. In this section we
also assume that LH, Lf!, L? correspond to 9-point stencils.

In this section the main result of this paper is presented, namely that under certain
reasonable assumptions the LDC iterates and the FAC iterates are the same.

First we prove a result for the limit value (uH, u?) of the LDC iteration. At grid points
x E nf! two approximations exist: uH(x) and u?(x). We show that these approximations are
identical.

Lemma 4.1. The limit value (uH , u?) of the LDC method satisfies

uH (x) = u?(x), x E nfl.
Proof. According to (4.1a) and (3.3) we have

(LH uH)(x) - (Ll' rruH)(x) - (Lf! r/ul~)(x) = 0, x E nfl.
From (2.3) and (3.5) it follows that

(LHuH)(x) = (Lf!11H
lnH)(X) + (Ll'rruH)(x), x E nfl.

I

9
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Thus
L H -HI L H -h

I U nH = I rlul'
I

Since we have assumed that L[1 is regular we have that

o

As a consequence of Lemma 4.1 the coupled system (4.1) can be represented as a certain
composite grid system. To show this, we first introduce some further notation related to the
composite grid.
Define ue E Fe by

(4.3)

Define
I'

H := {x E nfI Idistance(x, f) = H}

The space of grid functions on nH\nfI, I'll is denoted by F!! and Ff! respectively. Note that

Fll = FI
H EB F!!. We introduce LIj : F!! -+ F!! and Lf :Ff! -+ F!! such that (cf. (3.5))

Let the trivial injection rf' : F l
h -+ Ff! be defined by

(4.5)

Now we can represent ue from (4.3) as the solution of a composite grid system.

Lemma 4.2. The composite grid approximation fie from (4.3) satisfies:

(4.6a)

with

(4.6b)

(4.6c)

(4.6d)

Proof. First note that

10



holds due to (4.1b).
Also note that for x E nH\nF we have

(~)
(L?UfitH +LIj ftH1nH\nF )(x)

(L?uHltH +LIj uH1nH\nF )(x)

(LH uH)(x)

fH(x)

o.

Remark 4.3. The composite grid problem (4.6) is such that (2.9), (2.10), (2.12), (2.13) hold.
Furthermore we have specified the discretization in the interface points x E r H (ef. (4.4».
From Lemma 4.2 we see that the LDC process induces a natural corresponding composite
grid system. For this result to hold the assumption d = 0 is essential.

In the remainder of this section we assume that Lc is regular. In a finite difference setting
this assumption will be satisfied in general (ef. Section 5 and [3]).

Below, in Theorem 4.7, we derive an expression for the iteration matrix of the FAC method
applied to the composite grid problem in (4.6). First we introduce notation for the restrictions
Tc and Tel from (3.10) and (2.11) respectively. Also we introduce corresponding prolongations.
We Ulse a block partitioning corresponding to F c = F[h EEl F!j, F H = Ff EEl F!!. Then the
restrictions r c : F c -+ F H and 7'el : F c -+ F[h can be represented as

(4.7)

with r : F[h -+ F[H a given restriction operator.
For the prolongation Pc : F H -+ Fc we assume a given prolongation operator p : F[H -+ F[h
(e.g. p= rT ). We use the following prolongations:

_ [p 0] T [I]Pc = 0 I ,Tel = 0 .

Below the following operators Pi : Fc -+ Fc play an important role:

P - (LH)-l- L' P. T(Lh)-l L"1 := Pc Tc c, 2 := Tel [ Tel c'

(4.8)

(4.9)

In Remark 4.9 below we will see that the error propagation of the FAC method is determined
by the operator (I - P2 )(I - P1)(I - P2 ).

First we note that this operator does not depend on r, p from (4.7), (4.8).

Lemma 4.4. The operator (I - P2 )(I - Pd(I - P2 ) is independent of the choice of T, p in
(4.7), (4.8).
Proof. First note that I - P2 does not depend on r, p. The operator I - P2 is of the form

[~ :] so (I - P2 )Pc does not depend on p.

11



Further we note that Lc(I - P2 ) is of the form [~ ~] so TcLc(I - P2 ) does not depend on

r.

The following lemma will be used in the proofs of Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 4.8.
We use block partitioning corresponding to F H = F1

H EEl F!!, Fc = F1
h EEl F!!.

Lemma 4.5. The following holds

(1 - P2 )P1 = [~ -(Ln-~L~prrr ] (LH)-ITcLc.

Proof. Note that

o

(4.10)

D.

Remark 4.6. From the result in (4.10) it is clear that (I - P2 )(I - PI) does not depend on
the choice of p in (4.8).

Theorem 4.7. If the FAC iteration (3.18) is applied to the composite grid system in (4.6),
then the iterates Uc,i (i ~ 1) satisfy

with

, -1'
Uc,i = MUc,i-l +(I - M)(Lc) fc' (4.11a)

(4.11b)

Proof. Clearly the FAC method applied to (4.6) is a linear iteration, with fixed point uc. So
it is of the form as in (4.11a).
Using (3.18) we get:

T( h)-I( d h H) [0 0] HUc,i = Uc,i-l + rei L1 rei c - LrPrrrv + 0 1 v

. P(' ) ([00] [0 (L7)-IL~prrr])(LH)-I-L'(' .)
Uc,~-1 + 2 Uc - Uc,i-l + 0 1 - 0 0 rc c Uc - Uc,~-1 .

Using Lemma 4.5 results in

Uc,i - Uc Uc,i-l - Uc+P2 ( llc - uc,i-d +(I - P2 )P1 ( Uc - Uc,i-l)

(I - P2 )(I - P1)(Uc,i-l - uc).

This proves the expression for the iteration matrix in (4.11b). 0

We note that a result as in Theorem 4.7, but then in a variational setting, is also proved in
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e.g. [8].

Theorem 4.8. The iterates Uc,i (i ~ 1) from the LDC method (3.8) satisfy

• -1'Uc,i = M Uc,i-1 + (I - M)(Le) fe' (4.12)

with M as in (4.11b).
Proof. Note that, due to Lemma 4.2, (4.12) is equivalent with

Uc,i - Uc = M(Ue,i-1 - 1Le). (4.13)

In LDC we use a trivial injection operator T/; so with l'e as in (2.8), i.e. l'c = [~ ~], we

have (d. (3.8a))

(1- X)fH + XLFl'/Ut,i-1 + xLf!l'ruf--1

(1 - X)fH + XLH TeUe,i-1

LH 7'eUe,i_1 +(1- X)(JH - LHl'eUe,i_d. (4.14)

We now consider the term (1 - X)(JH - LHTeUe,i-I). We will show that for all x E nH the
following holds:

(4.15)

For x E nF the left hand side in (4.15) equals zero due to the definition of X. On the other
hand, for x E nF, we also have

(1'e(}e - LeUe,i-1 ))(x) == ([1' 1~]Ue - LeUe,i-1))(X)

= (1'(hh - L:~Uf,i-1 - L~prTruf--1))(X) = 0,

due to (3.8c). So (4.15) holds for x E np.
For x E nc == nH\(nF u r H) we ha.ve

(JH - LHTeUe,i-d(x)
(JH - LHuf--d(x) = 0

due to (3.8a,b).
On the other hand, for x E nc , we also have

-' • H H H(l'e(Je - LcUe,i-1))(X) = (J - L ui_1)(X) = o.
So (4.15) holds for x E nco
Finally, for x E r H , we have

=
('!.:.4)

==

(JH - LHTcUc,i-I)(X)

crcie)(x) - (LH l'cuc,i-d(x)
- • H H

(l'cfc)(x) - (La Uc,i-1InH\nF )(x) - (L f Uc,i-1IfH-)(x)

(feJe)(x) - (L eUc,i-1)(X)

(rcUe - Lcue,i-I))(X).
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So (4.15) also holds for x E rH .

Combination of (4.14), (4.15) yields

(4.16)

For Uc,i in the LDC method we have:

(4.17)

where in the last equality we used Lemma 4.5. Now note that

Using this in (4.17) we get

which proves (4.12).

-(1 - P2 )fJ,c +(1 - P2 )PI(Uc - uc,i-d +(1 - P2 )Uc,i-1

(1 - P2 )(1 - PI)(Uc,i-1 - ilc),

o

From Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 4.8 it is clear that there is a close correspondence between
the FAC method applied to the composite grid system in (4.6) and the LDC method. Firstly,
both methods are linear iterative methods with the same unique fixed point uC ' Secondly,
both methods have the same iteration matrix M = (1 - P2 )(1 - PI)' Of course, this implies
that both methods have the same convergence rate. In the FAC method we are still free to
choose the initial composite grid approximation uc,a. A possible choice is the approximation
that results from the starting procedure in the LDC method (3.8). With this initial approxi
mation both methods yield identical iterates.

Remark 4- 9. The iteration matrix of both the FAC method applied to (4.6) and the LDC
method is given by M = (1 - P2 )(1 - Pd.
Often it is advantageous to analyze the more symmetric operator M= (I-P2)(I-Pd(I-P2).

Such an analysis immediately yields (sharp) results for M, because due to (1 -P2 )2 = (I -P2 )

we have a(M) = a(M) and IIMkl1 = IIMk- l (1 - Pdll for k 2': 2.
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5 Implications of the Equivalence Between LDC and FAC

In this section we discuss some consequences of the main result in Section 4: the equivalence
between LDC and FAC. Some of these consequences are illustrated by means of numerical
results.

We recall that the main assumptions for this equivalence to hold are the following:

• for the overlap parameter d in the LDC method from [4] we take d =0;

• for the FAC method we use a composite grid system as in (4.6). So for discretization
an interface grid point is treated as a coarse grid point;

• for the FAC method we use the same starting procedure as for the LDC method.

Below we will illustrate certain phenomena using numerical results for the following model
problem:

-I::.U = f in n = (0,1) X (0,1),

U = 9 on au,

with f and 9 such that the solution U is given by

U(x, y) = Htanh(25(x + y - ~5» + I}.

(5.1a)

(5.1b)

(5.1c)

The solution U is shown in Figure 3. Clearly this solution varies very rapidly in a small part

Figure 3: The solution U from (5.1c).

of the domain and is relatively smooth in the remaining part of the domain. For n/ we take

1 1n/ = {(x, y) Ilx - 1\ ::; 4" 1\ Iy - 11 ::; 4"}' (5.2)

The discretization is as follows. Using the LDC approach we only have to specify a global
(coarse grid) discretization (d. (2.2», an interpolation operator Pi (d. (2.4) and a local
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(fine grid) discretization (cf. (2.5)). Both for the global and local problem we use the stan
dard 5-point stencil for the Laplacian. For the interpolation pr we use piecewise quadratic
interpolation (motivation below).

Below we discuss certain aspects concerning implementation, discretization error and con
vergence rate.

Implementation. With respect to implementation the LDC approach has an important ad
vantage compared to the FAC method: in the LDC algorithm we do not use a composite grid
operator (L c in FAC). In LDC we only need a global coarse grid discretization, a local fine
grid discretization and an operator pr for interpolating artificial boundary values on r.
Discretization error. An important consequence of the results proved in Section 4 is that for
the discretization error of the limit of the LDC iteration it is sufficient to analyze the compos
ite grid discretization in (4.6) (which may be easier than an analysis of the coupled system in
(4.1)). Note that in this discretization the treatment of the interface points is rather unusual.
It turns out that, at least for the finite difference case, stability and reasonable error estimates
can be proved. A detailed analysis of the finite difference discretization on composite grids
for problems as in (5.1) is presented in another paper [3]. Here we just give a typical error
estimate from [3]. By dh,H(Y) we denote the local discretization error in the grid point y. By
rhwe denote the set of grid points in n? next to the interface r, i.e.

rh= {x En? Idist(x, r) = h}.

Due to the interpolation needed on r the local discretization errors in points Y E rhdepend
on (J' := H / h. For the composite grid discretization as in (4.6) applied to a problem as in
(5.1) the following estimates are valid:

max Idh,H(y)1 < C1H 2
, (5.3a)

YEnH,nF

max /dh,H(y)1 < C2h2
, (5.3b)

YEnhr~

max Idh H(y)1 < C3 (J'2 Hj, (5.3c)
YEr~ '

with j = 0, 1 if pr corresponds to piecewise linear or quadratic interpolation respectively. The
constants Ci depend on higher derivatives of U and due to the local high activity we have
C2 ~ C1 , C2 ~ C3 . In [3] it is proved that the following global discretization error estimate
holds:

(5.4)

with C a small constant that does not depend on U, h, H.
As usual in finite difference estimates, the result in (5.4) has the disadvantage that high
(fourth order) derivatives are involved. However, the estimate in (5.4) nicely separates the
influence of the high activity region (C2h2 ), the low activity region (C1H 2

), and the interpola
tion on the interface (C3Hj+I). Note that all constants in (5.4) are independent of (J' =H /h.
Based on (5.4) we used piecewise quadratic interpolation in the experiments below.
We conclude that the LDC approach results in a stable composite grid discretization for which
an error estimate as in (5.4) holds. Based on (5.4) we expect the following. If we take H = Ho
fixed then halving h should result in quadratic convergence until a certain threshold value
h = hmin is reached. Then halving H and using a constant refinement factor (J' = H / h equal
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to 0"0 := Ho/ hmin should again result in quadratic convergence. This behaviour is confirmed
by the results of Experiment 1.

Convergence rate. First we note that the asymptotic (for H 10) analysis in [4] is not valid
here, because in [4] the assumption d> 0 (independent of H) is crucial. A rigorous analysis
for the case d = 0 is not available (yet).
However, there exists convergence theory, in a variational setting, for the FAC method (e.g.
in [8]). In spite of the fact that the composite grid problem in (4.6) does not fit into a vari
ational setting, the equivalence between LDC and FAC leads us to the claim that the LDC
method will have convergence properties similar to those of the variational FAC method.
Therefore (d. [7, 8]) we expect a convergence rate that is independent of H and of 0" = H / h.
This claim is supported by the results of Experiment 2.

Experiment 1 We solved the problem in (5.1) with n/ as in (5.2). The composite grid dis
cretization is as described above. In Table 1 we show the discretization error Ilue - Ulloo for
several values of Hand 0". The results are in agreement with the estimate in (5.4).

Experiment 2. We solved the composite grid problem described above, using the LDC (or
equivalently FAC) method. Below in Table 2 we give the average error reduction per iteration
(in II . 1100) in the first 4 iterations, for several values of Hand 0" = H / h. The convergence
rate appears to be independent of both Hand 0".

H = 1/20 H = 1/40
0"=1 0"=2 0"=4 0"=8 0" = 16 0" = 16

1.22e - 01 1.60e - 02 3.68e - 03 8.5ge - 04 5.7ge - 04 1.42e - 04

Table 1: Discretization error IIi'Lc - Ulloo in Experiment 1.

H = 1/20 0"=2
0"=2 0"=4 0"=8 H = 1/20 H = 1/40 H = 1/80

1.0e - 02 1.4e - 02 1.5e - 02 1.0e - 02 1.0e - 02 7.4e - 03

Table 2: Error reduction in Experiment 2.
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